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Abstra t
This paper presents a novel pra ti al framework for Bayesian model
averaging and model sele tion in probabilisti graphi al models.
Our approa h approximates full posterior distributions over model
parameters and stru tures, as well as latent variables, in an analyti al manner. These posteriors fall out of a free-form optimization
pro edure, whi h naturally in orporates onjugate priors. Unlike
in large sample approximations, the posteriors are generally nonGaussian and no Hessian needs to be omputed. Predi tive quantities are obtained analyti ally. The resulting algorithm generalizes
the standard Expe tation Maximization algorithm, and its onvergen e is guaranteed. We demonstrate that this approa h an be
applied to a large lass of models in several domains, in luding
mixture models and sour e separation.

1 Introdu tion
A standard method to learn a graphi al model 1 from data is maximum likelihood
(ML). Given a training dataset, ML estimates a single optimal value for the model
parameters within a xed graph stru ture. However, ML is well known for its tenden y to over t the data. Over tting be omes more severe for omplex models
involving high-dimensional real-world data su h as images, spee h, and text. Another problem is that ML prefers omplex models, sin e they have more parameters
and t the data better. Hen e, ML annot optimize model stru ture.
The Bayesian framework provides, in prin iple, a solution to these problems. Rather
than fo using on a single model, a Bayesian onsiders a whole ( nite or in nite) lass
of models. For ea h model, its posterior probability given the dataset is omputed.
Predi tions for test data are made by averaging the predi tions of all the individual models, weighted by their posteriors. Thus, the Bayesian framework avoids
over tting by integrating out the parameters. In addition, omplex models are
automati ally penalized by being assigned a lower posterior probability, therefore
optimal stru tures an be identi ed.
Unfortunately, omputations in the Bayesian framework are intra table even for
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We use the term `model' to refer olle tively to parameters and stru ture.

very simple ases (e.g. fa tor analysis; see [2℄). Most existing approximation methods fall into two lasses [3℄: Markov hain Monte Carlo methods and large sample
methods (e.g., Lapla e approximation). MCMC methods attempt to a hieve exa t
results but typi ally require vast omputational resour es, and be ome impra ti al
for omplex models in high data dimensions. Large sample methods are tra table,
but typi ally make a drasti approximation by modeling the posteriors over all
parameters as Normal, even for parameters that are not positive de nite (e.g., ovarian e matri es). In addition, they require the omputation of the Hessian, whi h
may be ome quite intensive.
In this paper I present Variational Bayes (VB), a pra ti al framework for Bayesian
omputations in graphi al models. VB draws together variational ideas from intra table latent variables models [8℄ and from Bayesian inferen e [4,5,9℄, whi h, in
turn, draw on the work of [6℄. This framework fa ilitates analyti al al ulations of
posterior distributions over the hidden variables, parameters and stru tures. The
posteriors fall out of a free-form optimization pro edure whi h naturally in orporates onjugate priors, and emerge in standard forms, only one of whi h is Normal.
They are omputed via an iterative algorithm that is losely related to Expe tation
Maximization (EM) and whose onvergen e is guaranteed. No Hessian needs to
be omputed. In addition, averaging over models to ompute predi tive quantities
an be performed analyti ally. Model sele tion is done using the posterior over
stru ture; in parti ular, the BIC/MDL riteria emerge as a limiting ase.

2 General Framework
We restri t our attention in this paper to dire ted a y li graphs (DAGs, a.k.a.
Bayesian networks). Let Y = fy1 ; :::; yN g denote the visible (data) nodes, where
n = 1; :::; N runs over the data instan es, and let X = fx1 ; :::; xN g denote the
hidden nodes. Let  denote the parameters, whi h are simply additional hidden
nodes with their own distributions. A model with a xed stru ture m is fully de ned
by the joint distribution p(Y; X;  j m). In a DAG, this joint fa torizes over the
nodes, i.e. p(Y; X j ; m) = i p(ui j pai ; i ; m), where ui 2 Y [ X , pai is the set
of parents of ui , and i 2  parametrize the edges dire ted toward ui . In addition,
we usually assume independent instan es, p(Y; X j ; m) = n p(yn ; xn j ; m).
We shall also onsider a set of stru tures m 2 M , where m ontrols the number
of hidden nodes and the fun tional forms of the dependen ies p(ui j pai ; i ; m),
in luding the range of values assumed by ea h node (e.g., the number of omponents
in a mixture model). Asso iated with the set of stru tures is a stru ture prior p(m).
Marginal likelihood and posterior over parameters. For a xed stru ture m,
we are interested in two quantities. The rst is the parameter posterior distribution
p( j Y; m). The se ond is the marginal likelihood p(Y j m), also known as the
eviden e assigned to stru ture m by the data. In the following, the referen e to m is
usually omitted but is always implied. Both quantities are obtained from the joint
p(Y; X;  j m). For models with no hidden nodes the required omputations an
often be performed analyti ally. However, in the presen e of hidden nodes, these
quantities be ome omputationally intra table. We shall approximate them using
a variational approa h as follows.
Consider the joint posterior p(X;  j Y ) over hidden nodes and parameters. Sin e
it is intra table, onsider a variational posterior q(X;  j Y ), whi h is restri ted to
the fa torized form
q (X;  j Y ) = q (X j Y )q ( j Y ) ;
(1)
where given the data, the parameters and hidden nodes are independent. This
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restri tion is the key: It makes q approximate but tra table. Noti e that we do
not require omplete fa torization, as the parameters and hidden nodes may still
be orrelated amongst themselves.
We ompute q by optimizing a ost fun tion Fm[q℄ de ned by
X; )
 log p(Y j m) ;
(2)
Fm [q℄ = d q(X )q() log pq((Y;
X )q ()
where the inequality holds for an arbitrary q and follows from Jensen's inequality
(see [6℄); it be omes an equality when q is the true posterior. Note that q is always
understood to in lude onditioning on Y as in (1). Sin e Fm is bounded from above
by the marginal likelihood, we an obtain the optimal posteriors by maximizing it
w.r.t. q. This an be shown to be equivalent to minimizing the KL distan e between
q and the true posterior. Thus, optimizing Fm produ es the best approximation to
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the true posterior within the spa e of distributions satisfying (1), as well as the
tightest lower bound on the true marginal likelihood.

Penalizing omplex models. To see that the VB obje tive fun tion Fm penalizes

omplexity, it is useful to rewrite it as
Fm = hlog p(Y;q(XX )j ) iX; KL[q() jj p()℄ ;
(3)
where the average in the rst term on the r.h.s. is taken w.r.t. q(X; ). The rst
term orresponds to the (averaged) likelihood. The se ond term is the KL distan e
between the prior and posterior over the parameters. As the number of parameters
in reases, the KL distan e follows and onsequently redu es Fm .
This penalized likelihood interpretation be omes transparent in the large sample
limit N ! 1, where the parameter posterior is sharply peaked about the most
probable value  = 0 . It an then be shown that the KL penalty redu es to
(j 0 j =2) log N , whi h is linear in the number of parameters j 0 j of stru ture m.
Fm then orresponds pre isely the Bayesian information riterion (BIC) and the
minimum des ription length riterion (MDL) (see [3℄). Thus, these popular model
sele tion riteria follow as a limiting ase of the VB framework.
Free-form optimization and an EM-like algorithm. Rather than assuming a
spe i parametri form for the posteriors, we let them fall out of free-form optimization of the VB obje tive fun tion. This results in an iterative algorithm dire tly
analogous to ordinary EM. In the E-step, we ompute the posterior over the hidden
nodes by solving ÆFm =Æq(X ) = 0 to get
(4)
q (X ) / ehlog p(Y;X j)i ;
where the average is taken w.r.t. q().
In the M-step, rather than the `optimal' parameters, we ompute the
distribution over the parameters by solving Æ Fm =Æq () = 0 to get
q () / ehlog p(Y;X j)iX p() ;

posterior

(5)

where the average is taken w.r.t. q(X ).
This is where the on ept of onjugate priors be omes useful. Denoting the exponential term on the r.h.s. of (5) by f (), we hoose the prior p() from a family of
distributions su h that q() / f ()p() belongs to that same family. p() is then
said to be onjugate to f (). This pro edure allows us to sele t a prior from a fairly
large family of distributions (whi h in ludes non-informative ones as limiting ases)

and thus not ompromise generality, while fa ilitating mathemati al simpli ity and
elegan e. In parti ular, learning in the VB framework simply amounts to updating the hyperparameters, i.e., transforming the prior parameters to the posterior
parameters. We point out that, while the use of onjugate priors is widespread in
statisti s, so far they ould only be applied to models where all nodes were visible.
Stru ture posterior.
To ompute q(m) we exploit Jensen's inequality on e again to de ne a more general obje tive fun tion, F [q℄ =
m2M q (m) [Fm + log p(m)=q (m)℄  log p(Y ), where now q = q (X j m; Y )q ( j
m; Y )q (m j Y ). After omputing Fm for ea h m 2 M , the stru ture posterior is
obtained by free-form optimization of F :
(6)
q (m) / eFm p(m) :
Hen e, prior assumptions about the likelihood of di erent stru tures, en oded by
the prior p(m), a e t the sele tion of optimal model stru tures performed a ording
to q(m), as they should.
Predi tive quantities. The ultimate goal of Bayesian inferen e is to estimate
predi tive quantities, su h as a density or regression fun tion. Generally, these
quantities are omputed by averaging over all models, weighting ea h model by
its posterior. In the VB framework, exa t model averaging is approximated by
repla ing the true posterior p( j Y ) by the variational q( j Y ). In density
estimation, for example, the density assigned to a new data point y is given by
p(y j Y ) = d p(y j ) q ( j Y ).
In some situations (e.g. sour e separation), an estimate of hidden node values x
from new data y may be required. The relevant quantity here is the onditional
p(x j y; Y ), from whi h the most likely value of hidden nodes is extra ted. VB
approximates it by p(x j y; Y ) / d p(y; x j ) q( j Y ).
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3 Variational Bayes Mixture Models
Mixture models have been investigated and analyzed extensively over many years.
However, the well known problems of regularizing against likelihood divergen es and
of determining the required number of mixture omponents are still open. Whereas
in theory the Bayesian approa h provides a solution, no satisfa tory pra ti al algorithm has emerged from the appli ation of involved sampling te hniques (e.g.,
[7℄) and approximation methods [3℄ to this problem. We now present the solution
provided by VB.
We onsider models of the form
p(yn j ; m) =

m
X
p(y
s=1

n

j sn = s; ) p(sn = s j ) ;

(7)

where yn denotes the nth observed data ve tor, and sn denotes the hidden omponent that generated it. The omponents are labeled by s = 1; :::; m, with the stru ture parameter m denoting the number of omponents. Whereas our approa h an
be applied to arbitrary models, for simpli ity we onsider here Normal omponent
distributions, p(yn j sn = s; ) = N (s ; s ), where s is the mean and s the preision (inverse ovarian e) matrix. The mixing proportions are p(sn = s j ) = s .
In hindsight, we use onjugate priors on the parameters  = fs ; s ; s g. The
mixing proportions are jointly Diri hlet, p(fs g) = D(0 ), the means ( onditioned
on the pre isions) are Normal, p(s j s ) = N (0 ; 0 s ), and the pre isions are
Wishart, p( s ) = W ( 0 ; 0 ). We nd that the parameter posterior for a xed m
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fa torizes into q() = q(fs g) s q(s ; s ). The posteriors are obtained by the
following iterative algorithm, termed VB-MOG.
E-step. Compute the responsibilities for instan e n using (4):
T
n
(8)
~s ~ 1s=2 e (yn s )  s (yn s )=2 e d=2 s ;
s  q (sn = s j yn ) / 
noting that here X = S and q(S ) = n q(sn ). This expression resembles the responsibilities in ordinary ML; the di eren es stem from integrating out the parameters. The spe ial quantities in (8) are log ~s  hlog s i = (s )
( s s ),
log ~ s  hlog j s ji = di=1 ((s + 1 i)=2) log j s j +d log 2, and
 s  h s i = s s 1 , where (x) = d log (x)=dx is the digamma fun tion, and
the averages hi are taken w.r.t. q(). The other parameters are des ribed below.
M-step. Compute the parameter posterior in two stages. First, ompute the
quantities
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where Cns = (yn s )(yn s )T and Ns = N s . This stage is identi al to the
M-step in ordinary EM where it produ es the new parameters. In VB, however, the
quantities in (9) only help hara terize the new parameter posteriors. These posteriors are fun tionally identi al to the priors but have di erent parameter values. The
mixing proportions are jointly Diri hlet, q(fs g) = D(fs g), the means are Normal,
q (s j s ) = N (s ; s s ), and the pre isions are Wishart, p( s ) = W (s ; s ). The
posterior parameters are updated in the se ond stage, using the simple rules
s + 0 ;
(10)
s = Ns + 0 ; s = (Ns s + 0 0 )=(Ns + 0 ) ;
s=N
0
0
0
T
0
0





s  )(s  ) =(Ns + ) + 0 :
s = Ns +  ; s = Ns s + Ns (
The nal values of the posterior parameters form the output of the VB-MOG. We
remark that (a) Whereas no spe i assumptions have been made about them, the
parameter posteriors emerge in suitable, non-trivial (and generally non-Normal)
fun tional forms. (b) The omputational overhead of the VB-MOG ompared to
EM is minimal. ( ) The ovarian e of the parameter posterior is O(1=N ), and VBMOG redu es to EM (regularized by the priors) as N ! 1. (d) VB-MOG has no
divergen e problems. (e) Stability is guaranteed by the existen e of an obje tive
fun tion. (f) Finally, the approximate marginal likelihood Fm , required to optimize
the number of omponents via (6), an also be obtained in losed form (omitted).
Predi tive Density. Using our posteriors, we an integrate out the parameters
and show that the density assigned by the model to a new data ve tor y is a mixture
of Student-t distributions,
p(y j Y ) =

m
X

s=1

s t!s (y

P

j  s ; s ) ;

(11)

where omponent s has !s = s + 1 d d.o.f., mean s , ovarian e s = (( s +
1)= s !s )s , and proportion s = s = s s . (11) redu es to a MOG as N ! 1.
Nonlinear Regression. We may divide ea h data ve tor into input and output parts, y = (yi ; yo ), and use the model to estimate the regression fun tion
y^ o = f (yi ) and error
spheres. These may be extra ted from the onditional
o
0 0
p(yo j yi ; Y ) = m
w
s=1 s t!s (y j s ; s ), whi h also turns out to be a mixture
of Student-t distributions, with means 0s being linear, and ovarian es 0s and mixing proportions ws nonlinear, in yi , and given in terms of the posterior parameters.
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Figure 1: VB-MOG applied to handwritten digit re ognition.
VB-MOG was applied to the Boston housing dataset (UCI ma hine learning repository), where 13 inputs are used to predi t the single output, a house's pri e. 100
random divisions of the N = 506 dataset into 481 training and 25 test points were
used, resulting in an average MSE of 11.9. Whereas ours is not a dis riminative
method, it was nevertheless ompetitive with Breiman's (1994) bagging te hnique
using regression trees (MSE=11.7). For omparison, EM a hieved MSE=14.6.
Classi ation. Here, a separate parameter posterior is omputed for ea h lass
from a training dataset Y . Test data ve tor y is then lassi ed a ording to the
onditional p( j y; fY g), whi h has a form identi al to (11) (with -dependent
parameters) multiplied by the relative size of Y .
VB-MOG was applied to the Bu alo post oÆ e dataset, whi h ontains 1100 examples for ea h digit 0 9. Ea h digit is a gray-level 8  8 pixel array (see examples
in Fig. 1 (left)). We used 10 random 500-digit bat hes for training, and a separate
bat h of 200 for testing. An average mis lassi ation rate of .018 was obtained
using m = 30 omponents; EM a hieved .025. The mis lassi ation histograms
(VB=solid, EM=dashed) are shown in Fig. 1 (right).

4 VB and Intra table Models: a Blind Separation Example
The dis ussion so far assumed that a free-form optimization of the VB obje tive
fun tion is feasible. Unfortunately, for many interesting models, in parti ular models where ordinary ML is intra table, this is not the ase. For su h models, we
modify the VB pro edure as follows: (a) Spe ify a parametri fun tional form for
the posterior over the hidden nodes q(X ), and optimize w.r.t. its parameters, in the
spirit of [8℄. (b) Let the parameter posterior q() fall out of free-form optimization,
as before.
We illustrate this approa h in the ontext of the blind sour e separation (BSS)
problem (see, e.g., [1℄). This problem is des ribed by yn = Hxn + un , where xn is
an unobserved m-dim sour e ve tor at instan e n, H is an unknown mixing matrix,
and the noise un is Normally distributed with an unknown pre ision I. The task is
to onstru t a sour e estimate x^ n from the observed d-dim data y. The sour es are
independent and non-Normally distributed. Here we assume the high-kurtosis distribution p(xni ) / osh 2 (xni =2), whi h is appropriate for modeling spee h sour es.
One important but heretofore unresolved problem in BSS is determining the number m of sour es from data. Another is to avoid over tting the mixing matrix. Both
problems, typi al to ML algorithms, an be remedied using VB.
It is the non-Normal nature of the sour es that renders the sour e posterior p(X j Y )
intra table even before a Bayesian treatment. We use a Normal variational posterior
q (X ) = n N (xn j n ; n ) with instan e-dependent mean and pre ision. The
mixing matrix posterior q(H) then emerges as Normal. For simpli ity,  is optimized
rather than integrated out. The resulting VB-BSS algorithm runs as follows:
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Figure 2: Appli ation of VB to blind sour e separation algorithm (see text).

E-step. Optimize the variational mean n by iterating to onvergen e, for ea h n,
 T (yn H
 n ) tanh n =2 = C 1 n , where C is the
the xed-point equation H
sour e ovarian e onditioned on the data. The variational pre ision matrix turns
 T A
 + I=2 + C 1 .
out to be n-independent: n = A
M-step. Update the mean and pre ision of the posterior q(H) (rules omitted).
This algorithm was applied to 11-dim data generated by linearly mixing 5 100mse long spee h and musi signals obtained from ommer ial CDs. Gaussian noise were
added at di erent SNR levels. A uniform stru ture prior p(m) = 1=K for m  K
was used. The resulting posterior over the number of sour es (Fig. 2 (left)) is
peaked at the orre t value m = 5. The sour es were then re onstru ted from test
data via p(x j y; Y ). The log re onstru tion error is plotted vs. SNR in Fig. 2
(right, solid). The ML error (whi h in ludes no model averaging) is also shown
(dashed) and is larger, re e ting over tting.

5 Con lusion
The VB framework is appli able to a large lass of graphi al models. In fa t, it may
be integrated with the jun tion tree algorithm to produ e general inferen e engines
with minimal overhead ompared to ML ones. Diri hlet, Normal and Wishart
posteriors are not spe ial to models treated here but emerge as a general feature.
Current resear h e orts in lude appli ations to multinomial models and to learning
the stru ture of omplex dynami probabilisti networks.
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